In this paper we give a logical analysis of both classical and quantum correlations. We propose a new logical system to reason about the information carried by a complex system composed of several parts. Our formalism is based on an extension of epistemic logic with operators for "group knowledge" (the logic GEL), further extended with atomic sentences describing the results of "joint observations" (the logic LCK). As models we introduce correlation models, as a generalization of the standard representation of epistemic models as vector models. We give sound and complete axiomatizations for our logics, and we use this setting to investigate the relationship between the information carried by each of the parts of a complex system and the information carried by the whole system. In particular we distinguish between the "distributed information", obtainable by simply pooling together all the information that can be separately observed in any of the parts, and "correlated information", obtainable only by doing joint observations of the parts (and pooling together the results). Our formalism throws a new light on the difference between classical and quantum information and gives rise to an informational-logical characterization of the notion of "quantum entanglement".
Introduction
This paper forms part of the recent research trend aimed at connecting the Logical Foundations of Quantum Physics to fundamental issues in Logic and Theoretical Computer Science, and in particular to theories of distributed computation and quantum information (see e.g. [2, 3, 5-8, 16, 18, 20] ). Instead of starting with traditional "quantum logic", we focus on one of the logical formalisms (namely, Epistemic Logic) that was successfully used in Theoretical Computer Science. Because of their spatial features, epistemic logics have traditionally been used to model the flow of classical information in distributed systems, including secure communication protocols, distributed computation and multi-agent robotic systems in Artificial Intelligence. Our aim is to extend this domain of applications to include quantum information flow. We thus adapt and generalize epistemic logic to reason about multi-partite quantum systems and quantum correlations.
Our main focus in this paper is the relationship between the information carried by a complex system and the information carried by each of the parts of the system. As examples of complex systems, we look at any physical system composed of more elementary subsystems (particles), but also at any group of "agents" that can perform observations (of their local environment), logical inferences or introspective reflection. The "parts" of a complex system do not have to be independent, on the contrary their behavior (e.g. the agents' observations) might happen to be correlated, either due to prior communication or to other causes (e.g. quantum entanglement). As a result, the pieces of information carried by the parts might not be independent either. Different types of complex systems will manifest different types of correlations or dependencies between the information carried by their parts.
We are interested in modeling these various types of complex systems from an operational point of view. That is to say, we look for the operational criteria that characterize various types of correlations between the local parts of a given system. What we show is that there are several ways in which the information carried by the individual parts of a system can be combined. Depending on how the information between the parts is pooled together, the system will exhibit different types of correlations. Our study of informational correlations will allow us to mark the difference between classical and quantum correlations.
To formalize these notions, we use a version of epistemic logic, in which the epistemic "agents" are to be identified with the elementary parts (basic "subsystems", or "locations") of a complex physical system. As is standard practice in Computer Science, we adopt the "external" view on knowledge advocated by Halpern et al. [21] , which allows for applications of epistemic logic to situations that reach beyond the traditional study of real agents' "knowledge": in this view, any of the localized parts of a complex system can be seen as a "virtual agent", while the system itself as well as any of its subsystems can be seen as a virtual "group of agents". The "implicit knowledge" that (is not necessarily actually "possessed" by, but) can be "externally" attributed to such a virtual agent is given simply by the information that is potentially available at the corresponding location: something is "known" if it is a consequence of features that can in principle be observed at that location. Implicit knowledge thus gives us the information (about the overall system) that is carried by a part (of that system). In this sense, we can think of epistemic logic as a "spatial logic", meant to express the relationships between (the information available at) different locations in a complex system. Usually, when considering logics with spatial features, one thinks about a topology or even a metric space, but in this paper we are only interested in the "local" features indicating which information is carried by which part of the system. The relation between systems and their subsystems is what is relevant for us, and not any sense of "distance" or nearness between systems.
A natural question raised in the epistemic logic literature is the following: is there a sense in which one can externally assign knowledge to a group of (virtual) agents? In other words: what is the implicit knowledge of a group? The relevance of this question to our inquiry comes from the fact that, in our setting, implicit "group knowledge" would capture the information carried by a complex physical system. The standard answer to this question in the current literature is given by distributed knowledge: this is the information obtainable by pooling together (and closing under logical inference) the "knowledge" of each of the "parts" (agents). According to this view, the implicit knowledge of a group is the same as its distributed knowledge; in other words, the information carried by a complex system is nothing but the "sum" of the information carried by its parts.
Our main claim is that, while this standard answer is adequate for classical physics, it fails for quantum systems. An entangled system carries more information than the sum of its parts. Moreover, there are also examples of social situations in which this standard answer fails for real-life agents: whenever a group of agents can cooperate to make joint observations, the implicit knowledge of the group (defined, as for a single agent, in terms of what follows from the features that can in principle be observed by the group) will typically go beyond distributed knowledge (which only takes into account the results of separate, uncorrelated observations by each of the members of the group). Hence, to correctly model the information implicitly carried by a complex system or group of agents, we propose the notion of "correlated knowledge", that takes into account the correlations between the pieces of information carried by the parts of the system, or the potential results of joint observations that can be performed by the group.
For our investigation of group knowledge, we propose a logical system, called "General Epistemic Logic" (GEL), based on an extension to groups of traditional epistemic logic and on a generalization of the usual notion of epistemic model. In Sect. 3, we give a sound and complete axiomatization for GEL. In subsequent sections, we show that correlated knowledge is useful to capture the non-classicality of a physical system (or the existence of correlations between the agents' observational capabilities in a group). We use the logic GEL to give an informational-logical characterization of the properties of "separability" and "entanglement".
In the final section of this paper we extend the logic GEL with operators that make explicit the agents' observational capabilities, obtaining a "Logic of Correlated Knowledge" LCK. We introduce a notion of "correlated models", that generalizes the well-known representation due to Halpern et al. [21] of epistemic models as vector models. We give a sound and complete axiomatization for LCK with respect to correlated models.
Background Notions
Information. In this paper we are mainly concerned with the "qualitative" ("logical", or "semantic") aspects of information. In contrast to the syntactic (or quantitative) approach to information, which is primarily concerned with quantitative measures of information (be it in terms of Shannon entropy or von Neumann entropy), the semantic approach is standard in Logic and Computer Science and focuses on the meaning or "aboutness" of information. Semantic information can be true or false and is always "about" something: propositions have a meaning or an "information content". The main issue in this semantic approach is to find the formal laws governing information flow of a specific type, so that we can analyze it, reason about it, verify its correctness etc. There are of course several different ways to model and view "semantic information". In [13, 14] , two compatible views are being discussed: the first looks at "information as range" and the second at "information as correlation". The first is tied to a possible world model, where an increase in information is related to a decrease of the range of worlds that are considered possible and vice versa (see [4, 13] ). Indeed, "Information as range" takes the point of view of an "external observer", whose information-state is represented only via the relations between the worlds that he or she considers possible. The characteristic feature of the second notion, "information as correlation", is the idea that information can manifest itself as a correlation between different situations or their states of affairs. Here, an increase in information is related to a decrease, restriction, or constraint, on the number of possible correlations between different situations. The ideas behind "information as correlation" trace back to Situation theory [11, 19] and originated as a tool to capture the "aboutness" or the semantic content of information even in the absence of observers. As a third way to study semantic information, we mention that it is possible to combine the "information as range" and "information as correlation" views in one model. As an example we mention here the epistemic constraint logic in [13] and the interpreted systems in [21] . Also our general epistemic logic in this paper will address issues that are of concern when we look at "information as range" and at "information as correlation". Implicit Knowledge. We adopt the distinction in the CS literature between implicit and explicit knowledge (see e.g [21] ), and use the notion of "information carried by a system" interchangeably with the notion of "implicit knowledge" (in line also with [8, 10] ). Explicit knowledge is the actual information possessed by a real agent, the information stored in its "database" or its subjective internal state. Explicit knowledge is not necessarily introspective and might not be closed under logical consequence. In contrast, implicit knowledge can be visualized as what a virtual agent could in principle come to "know" by performing observations on that system and deriving logical consequences. It is the potential knowledge of the agent (what follows implicitly from his possible observations). This is an "external" sense of knowledge: it is the "knowledge" that "we" externally assign to an agent (or a piece of hardware, a particle or even just a spatial location), based on what that agent could observe (or what is in principle observable at that location). Implicit knowledge thus embodies an objective concept of "locally available (semantic) information", and has nothing to do with some subjective state internal to the subsystem: it sums up all information that is potentially available at that location.
As far as implicit knowledge is concerned, there are no problems with positive and negative introspection nor with logical omniscience. Indeed, it seems reasonable to say that if a system carries the information P then it implicitly carries the information that P is true, and that all consequences of P are true, and that the system carries the information P . In "agent" terms, this means assuming that the capabilities of our virtual agent include, not only observations, but also logical inferences and acts of reflection (introspection). So implicit knowledge can be assumed to be always truthful and closed under logical inference and under (positive and negative) introspection. In other words, implicit knowledge satisfies the axioms of the modal system known as S5.
General Epistemic Logic
Consider a complex system composed of n basic components (or "locations"). We denote each basic component with a label from a given (finite) set N = {1, . . . , n}. Note that the information carried by this complex system may be distributed throughout space, it can be localized, concentrated at specific spatial "locations" or "components" of the system. Hence, some information is potentially available only at some locations, but not at others. We also want to consider (the information) carried by subsystems composed of several (but not necessarily all) components. To capture these spatial features we introduce a generalized "epistemic logic" as a special type of spatial logic, allowing us to have epistemic operators ("knowledge") for both individuals ("agents") and groups (of agents). We use the notion of component and agent interchangeably: metaphorically, imagine associating to each subsystem a virtual agent that can "observe" only the state of that subsystem. In the case of a physical system, this sums up all the information that is obtainable by performing local measurements on that subsystem (and closing under logical inference). We use sets I ⊆ N of labels to denote complex subsystems (or groups of "agents"). The largest group is the "whole world" N , while the smallest groups are singletons {i} consisting of an individual agent. Our logic will have an "information" (or "implicit knowledge") operator K I for each subsystem I . As mentioned above, knowledge ("episteme") is used here only in the implicit, external sense, as "information that is in principle available" (via local observations) at a given location. So one may think of the proposition K I P as saying that the subsystem, or group, I (potentially) carries the information that P is the case. For groups {i} of one individual agent, we use the simplified notation K i instead of K {i} . The use of K I -operators to capture qualitative spatial features of complex systems, extends our previous approach in [8] which in its turn is based on [5, 7] and inspired by [2, 16] .
Observational Equivalence. Let s and s be two possible states of the world (or "possible worlds"), if the implicit information carried by a system I is the same in these two states we write s I ∼ s , and say that the states are "observationally equivalent", or "indistinguishable", for system I . Again, we simply write s i ∼ s when I = {i}. Observational equivalence for I means in agent's terms that the virtual agent or group of agents (associated to) I can make exactly the same observations (at location I ) in two states of the world. We will use the relation of observational equivalence to give an interpretation to the K I -modalities in our logic: ∼ gives us a notion of "observational equivalence" relative to subsystem I . The above conditions seem natural for this interpretation. The first condition says that the relation is reflexive, transitive and symmetric. The second condition assumes that every observation that can be performed by an agent of a group is in principle available to the whole group. In other words, the members of a group have the capacity to share information among themselves. In terms of systems we then say that if a subsystem carries the information that P then the whole system carries the information that P . In logical terms this captures the fact that information behaves monotonically with respect to group inclusion. And relationally, it says that the states of the world that are observationally equivalent for a system/group I are also observationally equivalent for any subgroup J ⊆ I . The third condition says that if two possible states of the world are indistinguishable with respect to the "whole world" N then they are the same. We call this the "observability" principle, as it identifies states of the world that differ in ways that are not observable even by the whole world. Finally, the last condition says that the empty group has no non-trivial information whatsoever: being unable to make any observations, the empty group cannot distinguish between any two states.
Local Information State. Given a general epistemic frame ( , {
∼} I ⊆N ), we construct the notion of an I -local state, for each subsystem I ⊆ N :
Here, s i captures the "agent i's local state of information", while s I does the same for groups.
-Propositions and Models. Given a general epistemic frame ( , { I ∼} I ⊆N ), a -proposition is any subset P ⊆ . Intuitively, we say that a state s satisfies the proposition P if s ∈ P .
We define a general epistemic model to be a structure = ( , { I ∼} I ⊆N , || . ||), consisting of a general epistemic frame together with a valuation map || . ||: → P ( ), mapping every element of a given set of atomic sentences into -propositions. We use the standard notation for satisfaction of atomic sentences in a given state of model denoted by s |= p or s ∈|| p ||. For every model , we have the usual Boolean operators on -propositions: P ∧ Q := P ∩ Q, P ∨ Q := P ∪ Q, ¬P := \P , P ⇒ Q := ¬P ∨ Q. We also have the constants := and ⊥ := ∅. Finally, the "knowledge" operator is defined onpropositions by putting K I P := {s ∈ : t ∈ P for every t I ∼ s}.
General Epistemic Logic (GEL).
The language of the logic GEL has the following syntax, starting from atomic sentences p ∈ :
The semantics is given by an interpretation map associating to each sentence ϕ of GEL a proposition || ϕ ||. Equivalently, we extend the satisfaction relation s |= ϕ from atomic sentences to arbitrary formulas ϕ. The definition is by induction in terms of the obvious compositional clauses. In particular, for the K I modality we set:
So K I ϕ is true in a given state s, or a system carries the information that ϕ is the case in state s, if and only if ϕ holds in all states of the world that are observationally equivalent for I to s. We would like to stress the fact that this captures the idea that "information is based on potential observations".
Proof System. In addition to the rules and axioms of propositional logic, the proof system of GEL includes:
Using standard results in Modal Correspondence theory (see e.g. [15] ), it is easy to show the following: For completeness, let ϕ 0 be a sentence that is consistent (with respect to the above proof system). We need to show that ϕ 0 is satisfiable in some general epistemic model. For this, we use the standard "canonical model" construction familiar from Modal Logic [15] , in which states are "theories" (= sets of sentences in the language of GEL) that are maximally consistent with respect to the above proof system. Let be the set of all such maximally consistent theories. We define equivalence relations . So we obtain a general epistemic model 0 . Finally, using all our axioms (including rule 1 and axiom 2), we can prove in the usual way a "Truth Lemma", stating that a sentence ϕ holds at a state T ∈ iff it belongs to T (seen as a theory): T |= ϕ iff ϕ ∈ T . As a consequence, ϕ 0 holds at state T 0 in the model 0 (since ϕ 0 ∈ T 0 ), and hence ϕ 0 is satisfiable.
Distributed Knowledge
The notion of distributed knowledge was first introduced in the work of Halpern and Moses [22] . In [21] the authors say that a group has distributed knowledge of ϕ if roughly speaking the agents' combined knowledge implies ϕ. Or "distributed knowledge can be viewed as what a wise man-one who has complete knowledge of what every member of the group knows-would know." [21, p. 3] . The intuition is that, in addition to making individual observations, the agents of the group can "combine" their knowledge, by sharing all they know: they can announce to the group the knowledge obtained by each member on the basis of their separate observations. Similar as for implicit knowledge, we introduce a modal operator for the distributed knowledge of a group I , denoted by DK I . This operator DK I can be defined using a "distributed observational equivalence" relation, which is given by the intersection i∈I i ∼ of all the individual observational equivalence relations. The idea is that two states are indistinguishable for the group if and only if they are indistinguishable for all the members of the group. Distributed knowledge DK I is simply defined as the Kripke modality for i i ∼, i.e. given by:
In [21] , the authors identify implicit knowledge of a group I with distributed knowledge DK I . We doubt however that this identification holds in all situations. Recall that implicit knowledge was explained as what the agent/group could come to know based on potential observations. So the question is: what are, in general, the observational capabilities of a group? Looking at the definition, we see that the use of the intersection of individual observational equivalencies makes sense only if we assume that a group's observations are nothing but observations done by either of the members of the group. But this is in general a highly unreasonable assumption: joint observations by a group are not in general the same as independent observations by each of the members of the group.
In a group whose implicit knowledge is the same as distributed knowledge, each agent can only share with the group the end-result of all her separate, independent observations, but agents are not allowed to correlate (the results of) their observations, in a simultaneous or sequential manner. But according to us, the natural notion of (implicit) group knowledge is something different, something that could be called "correlated knowledge": this is what the group could come to know by performing joint (correlated) observations and sharing the results. Classically, a group cannot distinguish two states if and only if no member of the group can distinguish them. Note that not only classical or macroscopic systems will satisfy the conditions of a classical epistemic frame. Indeed, one may also encounter classical epistemic frames in the quantum world. This happens when the subsystems are separated.
Separability. For system J ⊆ I
The Vector Model Representation of Classical Epistemic Models. Classical epistemic frames (models) can be given a "normal form" representation as vector frames (models): 
∼. But note that such a representation is not possible in the case of general (non-classical) epistemic frames!
Surprisingly enough, the same validities hold in the class of classical epistemic models as in the class of general epistemic models. This is shown by the following result:
Proposition 1 The proof system of GEL (given in the previous section) is sound and complete with respect to classical epistemic models as well.
The proof is in Halpern et al. [21] : essentially, this is their proof of completeness for epistemic logic extended with distributed knowledge operators.
In conclusion, the language of general epistemic logic GEL cannot distinguish between general epistemic models and the classical ones. In order to be able to distinguish them, we will have to extend the language of GEL to a richer "logic of correlated knowledge" LCK (Sect. 6).
Quantum "Knowledge"
A single quantum system can be represented by a state space consisting of rays 1 in a Hilbert space H . A quantum system composed of N subsystems 1 , . . . , n is represented by the state space 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n corresponding to the tensor product H 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ H n . Note that this tensor product is much richer than the Cartesian product 1 × · · · × n : when the state of a system s is entangled, then it cannot be decomposed as a tuple of local states. So we cannot think of a composed quantum system as a classical epistemic frame. Nevertheless, we will show that they can still be thought of (non-classical) general epistemic frames, in a natural way.
To see this, we consider the following question: what is the "state" of an entangled subsystem I ? For instance, what is the state of component 1 in the binary system | 00 + | 11 ? As we saw, the answer for I -separable states s = s I ⊗ s N\I is simply given by the local state s I . But we also saw that one cannot talk in any meaningful way about the I -local state of an i-entangled system. To proceed, we first give the standard QM definition in terms of density operators, then we justify its usefulness for our purposes by looking at the results of local observations. In other words, the "state" of subsystem I is obtained by taking the partial trace tr N\I (with respect to the subsystem's environment N \ I ) of (the density operator associated to) the global state s.
The
Notice that, when the subsystem I is entangled with its environment N \ I , the above description does not really give us a "state" in the sense of this paper (i.e. a pure state), but a "mixed state". Nevertheless, as an abstract description, it can still give us an indistinguishability relation I ∼ on global states: the specific definition of the "state" of a subsystem is not relevant for us in itself, but only the resulting notion of "identity of states" of the given subsystem. This leads us to the following definition:
Observational Equivalence in Quantum Systems. Two quantum states s, s of a global quantum system N are observationally equivalent ("indistinguishable") for a subsystem I ⊆ N if the mixed states of subsystem I are the same in s and s . Formally:
This indirect definition using density operators may look ad-hoc and unnatural, but it can be justified in terms of what an observer can learn about an entangled subsystem I by observing only that subsystem (so by performing local measurements on I ). Indeed, it is known that a mixed state corresponds to a probability measure over pure states, but what is not always well-appreciated is the meaning of the mixed state s (I ) describing a (possibly entangled) subsystem:
Quantum I -Equivalence via Local Observations. Provided that we have an unlimited supply of identical I -entangled systems in the same (entangled) global state s, imagine that the virtual agent associated to I can perform all possible local measurements (in various bases) on (various copies of) subsystem I . The agent can also repeat the same tests on different copies and observe the frequency of each result. After many tests, he can approximate the probability of every given result, for each possible local measurement. The list of all these probabilities (for each result of each type of measurement) gives us the "information carried by subsystem I ", or the "information obtainable by local observations at location I ". Two global states s, s are I -indistinguishable if all these probabilities are the same in s and s , i.e. if the two states behave the same way under I -local measurements.
Quantum I -Equivalence via Remote Evolutions. A third way to define observational equivalence is via invariance under changes that do not affect the information carried by subsystem I (see also [8] ) : An evolution (unitary map) U is said to be I -remote (or "remote from I ") if it corresponds to applying only a local unitary map on the subsystem N \ I (the "non-I " part of the system, also known as I 's "environment"): i.e., if U is of the form I d I ⊗ U N\I , where I d I is the identity map on subsystem I and U N\I is a unitary map on the subsystem N \ I . In other words, U is I -remote if it is N \ I -local.
Intuitively, I -remote evolutions should not affect the "state" of subsystem I ; hence, we could define the "state" of I as what is left invariant by all I -remote evolutions. As a consequence, two states will be I -indistinguishable if they differ only by some I -remote evolution.
The following result shows the equivalence of these three ways of defining observational equivalence:
Proposition 2 For I ⊆ N , and s, s ∈ , the following are equivalent:
(1) tr N\I (ρ s ) = tr N\I (ρ s ); (2) for every I -local measurement, the probability of obtaining any given result is the same in state s as in state s ; (3) s = U(s) for some I -remote unitary map.
So we can define the quantum equivalence relation s I ∼ s , and hence our notion of implicit knowledge K I , by any of the clauses given above. Using for example the third clause we obtain that K I P holds at s iff, for all I -remote evolutions U , P holds at U(s) . If P is implicitly known by I in state s, i.e. if s ∈ K I P , then we say that the subsystem I carries the information that P .
A quantum epistemic frame is a (state space associated to a) Hilbert space endowed with the quantum I -equivalence relations I ∼ (as defined above) for every subsystem I .
Proposition 3 Quantum epistemic frames are (i.e. satisfy all the postulates of) general epistemic frames.
Properties In addition to the properties of the K I operator in GEL, we add:
• If I is fully separable then we have: s I ∼ s iff s i ∼ s for all i ∈ I. As a consequence, the quantum "group" knowledge K I of a fully separated system I is the same as the "distributed knowledge" DK I of the "group" I .
• In general (for non-fully separated systems I ), the previous statement is false: the information K I carried by a quantum (sub)system I is not the "sum" DK i∈I of the information carried by its i-component systems. In other words: quantum epistemic frames are "nonclassical".
Example For instance, in a Bell state when the information stored in two subsystems is correlated according to the identity rule, the agents associated to these subsystems will never recover fully the information possessed by the global system if they cannot correlate the results of their individual observations. Indeed, the following observation shows that in the Bell state |00 + |11 composed of two entangled qubits 1 and 2, the two subsystems 1 and 2 are in the same mixed state:
The following are equivalent:
(The equivalence of e.g. the second and the third clause can be shown by finding a 2-remote evolution U 1 ⊗ I d 2 such that U 1 (|0 ) = z and U 1 (|1 ) = z , and using the definition of Iequivalence in terms of remote evolutions.)
This proposition tells us that, in the state |00 + |11 , the two subsystems carry exactly the same information. So pooling together their "knowledge" will not lead to any increase of information: the "distributed knowledge" of the group {1, 2} is the same as the implicit knowledge of each of the qubits 1 and 2. In contrast, the "group knowledge" of {1, 2} is much stronger: s {1,2} ∼ |00 + |11 is equivalent to s = |00 + |11 . The group "knows" its own state, so it knows (that the qubits are in) the Bell state |00 + |11 .
Informational Characterizations of Separability and Entanglement.
Recall that we already gave an "epistemic" characterization of entanglement and separability in general epistemic frames:
A state s is I -separable iff I 's knowledge in state s is the same as its distributed knowledge. In the special case of quantum systems, this gives us the standard Quantum Mechanical notion of separability.
2 But this characterization cannot be expressed in the language of epistemic logic since it involves a second-order quantifier over all subsets P of the state space: it requires that, for every such subset, s satisfies K I P iff it satisfies DK I P .
However, in line with the ideas presented in [8] we can use epistemic logic to give "informational characterizations" of separability and entanglement in a quantum system, provided we are given only one (logical constant denoting a) fully separable state. Indeed, let w = w 0 ⊗ · · · w n be some (fixed) fully separable state; for example, we may take Example For n = 2, we consider the set (1) of all 1-separable (= 2-separable = fully separable) global states, as our model. Then given that the system is in state |00 , subsystem 1 is in state |0 and "implicitly knows" his own state. 1 implicitly knows also that it is not possible that the whole system is in state | 10 . Hence, |00 |= K 1 ¬|10 . Subsystem 1 does not implicitly know the local state of the other component when they are fully separable. So subsystem 1 does not implicitly know that the global state is not |01 or in other words: |00 |= ¬K 1 ¬|01 . Subsystem 2 implicitly knows that the global state cannot be |11 , however subsystem 1 doesn't know that the local state of subsystem 2 is not | 1 . Hence subsystem 1 does not know that 2 excludes state |11 , that is to say |00 |= ¬K 1 K 2 ¬|11 .
Correlated Knowledge
In addition to our presentation so far, our complex systems can be modeled more accurately if we add structure to our general epistemic frames and enrich the language of the logic. In this section we will only provide a brief sketch of how this can be brought about, leaving the further details to be explored in future work. The idea is to capture explicitly the "observational capabilities" of the individual agents and of the groups. This allows us to generalize the concrete semantics given by "interpreted systems" (i.e. the vector model representation of classical epistemic models) to a type of general epistemic frames that we call correlation models.
We generalize vector models in three stages: the first type of models we consider are relation-based models. In these models, the states are relations between the agents' possible observations. Given sets O 1 , . . . , O n of possible observations for each agent, a joint observation will be a tuple of observations o = o = (o i ) i∈N ∈ O 1 × · · · × O n . A state of the world can be characterized by the joint observations that can be performed on it, so a state is a set of such tuples namely a relation. A model will have as its state space any set
The state s I of a subsystem I of a global system in state s will be naturally given by the projection: s i = {(o i ) i∈I : o ∈ s}. So the observational equivalence is then given by:
The second, wider stage of generalization is given by multi-set models. Instead of sets of tuples of observations as in the relational models, we now consider multi-sets. Working with multisets has the advantage that we can model the case when agents record the frequencies of their observations. Now the states are multi-sets of joint observations, i.e. functions s from tuples of observations from O 1 × · · · × O n into natural numbers. The state s I of a subsystem I in a global state s will be naturally given by
The third type of models we consider are correlation models. We generalize natural numbers to an abstract set R of possible observational results, together with some abstract operation : P(R) → R of composing results. This operation may be partial (i.e. defined only for some subsets A ⊆ R), but it is required to satisfy the condition: 
As before, in a global state s, the state s I of a subsystem I will be a map from s I : O I → R, given by:
To put this more succinctly, for every tuple e = (e i ) i∈I ∈ O I of I -observations, let
Then we can define, for every e ∈ O I :
Correlated Knowledge. Correlation models are general epistemic models, in which we take our observational equivalence to be identity of the corresponding local states:
The "group knowledge" K I in a correlation model will be called correlated knowledge.
It is easy to see that, in general, correlation models are not necessarily classical (as epistemic frames). Hence, correlated knowledge is in general different from distributed knowledge.
Examples.
• The relation-based models mentioned first can be recovered as special cases of correlation models, if we take R = {0, 1} and logical disjunction as the composition operation.
• Epistemic vector models can be seen as special cases of relation-based models (in which every state is a singleton consisting of only one joint observation), and hence they also are correlation models.
• The multi-sets models are also correlation models, with R being the set of natural numbers, and addition as the composition operation.
• Quantum epistemic systems 1 ⊗ 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ n are correlation models, in which the sets of observations O i are given by the (state spaces associated to) Hilbert spaces i . Joint observations (o i ) i∈I are interpreted as projectors onto the corresponding state in i∈I i . The result structure is the interval R = [0, 1] with renormalized addition. The "result" of a joint observation (o i ) i∈I made on a state s is interpreted as the probability that the outcome of a local measurement (in any basis that includes o = ⊗ i∈I o i ) of the I -subsystem of a (global system in) state s will be o. It is well-know that any quantum state s ∈ i∈N i is uniquely characterized (up to multiplication by a non-zero scalar) by the function mapping any fully separable state o = o 1 ⊗ · · · o n ∈ 1 × · · · × n to the probability | s, o | 2 of s collapsing to o (after a measurement in a basis that includes o).
3
The Logic of Correlated Knowledge. We extend the general epistemic logic GEL with atomic sentences describing the results of possible joint observations by groups of agents, obtaining the logic of correlated knowledge LCK: ∼ T and p = {s T : p ∈ T } (and similarly for the atomic constants o r ). We can easily see that this is a correlation model: axioms 10 and 11 ensure that the indistinguishability condition for correlation models (s I ∼ t iff s I = t I ) is satisfied, and axiom 12 ensures that our specific definition (in terms of the map s and of the composition operation ) of the map s I in correlation models is satisfied. As general epistemic models, 0 and this correlation model are in fact isomorphic, hence ϕ 0 is satisfied in (state s T 0 of) this correlation model.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we modeled complex systems (from classical to quantum) using the setting of General Epistemic Frames and we introduced a particular type of such frames called Correlation Models. Our aim has been to throw new light on the difference between classical and quantum information and to gain a better understanding of quantum correlations. As such this paper should be of particular interest to quantum logicians, looking for an abstract formal logical setting that can naturally accommodate entanglement. Note that entanglement posed a problem to the lattice-theoretic approach of traditional Quantum Logic (see e.g. [1, 23] ), which opened the road to the quest for possible solutions and alternative settings. Our paper might also be of interest to quantum information theorists who want to abstract away from Hilbert space models, looking for higher levels of abstraction similar to those successfully developed for classical computing. We note that a shorter version of this paper was presented during the 6th QPL workshop on Quantum Physics and Logic held at Oxford University in 2009 [9] .
